Commitment to Anti-Racist Action at TCNJ

While America and other parts of the world have demonstrated time and time again that Black lives are dispensable, the TCNJ community has done little to combat this viewpoint by demonstrating that Black faculty, staff, and students matter. We must act with urgency to address the crisis of anti-Black racism in our world and on our campus. The truth of the matter is that the college does little to nurture its Black members. Although TCNJ often speaks of “diversity and inclusion,” this initiative has been co-opted to make white allies feel comfortable while doing little to recognize and interrogate the ways in which Black people feel antagonized on campus. Diversity and inclusion initiatives must acknowledge how academia both benefits from and is complicit in white supremacy, the problematic history of predominantly white institutions (PWIs), and include a specific anti-racism agenda that extends beyond theory towards ongoing praxis. We have the choice to join in the efforts led by our own Black students, staff, and faculty to influence our community as stewards of justice and change. The brunt of this labor should not be on the backs of Black students, staff, and faculty. Below is a list of actions we must commit ourselves to at TCNJ in order to fight racism on our campus.

1. **We must commit ourselves** to creating an anti-racism standing committee that operates as part of faculty governance. The committee would be responsible for ensuring that the college carries out the proposed actions listed below, while developing and implementing additional anti-racism initiatives at all levels of the institution (academics, student life, housing, athletics, etc). The anti-racism committee will also be responsible for developing a campus-wide diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) strategic plan and aiding every school, department, and campus unit in creating individualized DEI strategic plans that addresses their unique needs. Each unit and the anti-racism committee need to provide an annual progress report that will be shared with the TCNJ campus community each fall. Many universities have implemented this practice and the [University of Michigan](https://www.umich.edu) is an exemplar model.

2. **We must commit ourselves** to evaluating racist practices and biases in our academic and extracurricular programs. This evaluation should include longitudinal data collection that is both qualitative and quantitative in nature to identify roadblocks that adversely impact Black students, other students of color, and 1st generation college students. The results will be shared with the TCNJ campus community yearly.

---

1 This document was adapted with permission from a letter written by students at Haverford College and Bryn Mawr College to the Bi-College Community.

3. **We must commit ourselves** to creating a course on white supremacy and white privilege as part of the college-wide requirements. The course would be designed alongside Black students, faculty, and staff with the objectives of exploring the history and continued existence of race and racism to understand current social, economic, political, cultural, and structural conditions. It should educate on the history and continued existence of police brutality, explicit biases, and address microaggressions, cultural appropriation, and other forms of hidden biases. Ideally, this course would be taken by sophomore year. Our current Civic Responsibilities requirement is not enough.

4. **We must commit ourselves** to forming a credit-bearing, community-building summer program for Black students and other students of color, focusing specifically on introducing them to STEM and writing courses, as well as other preparatory courses, so that they may be further prepared for college life. In addition to this, emphasis should be placed on social justice, leadership, and successfully navigating a PWI. This program would be four weeks long, and offer the ability to earn 2 credits, free of cost, and also include social and educational excursions. This program could be modeled after summer programs offered by the EOF program and the Cooperman College Scholars program, and extend into the students’ first year at TCNJ.

5. **We must commit ourselves** to hiring Black faculty and faculty of color and increase attention to retaining and supporting existing faculty of color across all departments. HR must curate a list of diversity focused job boards and make public the forums in which they post jobs. Black students should be stakeholders and serve as representatives in faculty search committees. In order to aid with retention and professional development for faculty of color, the college should become an institutional member of Dr. Kerry Ann Rockquemore’s National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity.

6. **We must commit ourselves** to implementing yearly faculty diversity training that encompasses cultural competency, anti-racism, and the need for social justice in our day to day work. This training must be developed by people within and outside of TCNJ with significant expertise and scholarship in social justice work. The training could be done in conjunction with two already existing programs: The Summer Reading Program and/or Social Justice Day. By utilizing and adapting already existing programs that focus on DEI scholarship, TCNJ is able to provide an enriching and important professional development opportunity for its faculty. This training should also be part of new faculty orientation and include chapters and articles from the following list:

- **Faculty of color experience**


**Students of color experience**


**Staff of color experience**


7. **We must commit ourselves** to creating and implementing a “reparations fund” towards a yearly allocation of funds to Black students in the form of grants, affinity groups, multicultural spaces, and individual expenses (books, online courses, and therapy). This fund will be pooled from tuition in the form of a semester fee of $19.47. This fund should also be used to support the local Black community in Ewing and Trenton. Since TCNJ is unable to make monetary contributions to local organizations, funds should be used to (1) allow local Black organizations and programs to use TCNJ spaces free of charge and (2) host programs and events that speak to the local community. We expect the college to recognize the ways in which it has pillaged from the local Black community and use this as an opportunity to amend said relationships.

8. **We must commit ourselves** to formally recognizing and celebrating Black History Month and allocate more funds for events hosted by African American Studies and Black student organizations: e.g., keynote speaker(s), space rental, special catered dinner, and physical display/banner. These entities should not be expected to fundraise for events that benefit our

---

2 This number was chosen based on the year segregation became illegal in New Jersey, although it continues today.
campus community. Black members of our TCNJ community should not be the only attendees at events celebrating Black History. All members of the TCNJ community, including our Board of Trustees, should be encouraged and incentivized to attend these events.

9. **We must commit ourselves** to disbanding the police department so that it can be replaced with a more holistic model of public health and safety. Because the criminal justice system is racially biased, Black members of the TCNJ community cannot trust police to protect and serve them in the case of an emergency. Because police are more likely to respond with deadly force toward people of color, it is dangerous to have armed police officers responding to our students’ emergencies. Rather, funding for campus police should be reallocated to existing mental health services (e.g., in order to increase the number of therapists of color and reserve counseling sessions for students of color) and to the creation of a specialized response team that is better equipped to handle mental health emergencies. This team might consist of members of TCNJ’s Care team, mental health service workers, and an unarmed public safety officer trained in peaceful conflict intervention. In addition, TCNJ must reopen all racial discrimination cases against campus police and take action accordingly.

10. **We must commit ourselves** to divest, in and of itself, from any partnerships that may exist with companies that rely on prison labor. As universities across the country reckon with their reliance on the prison-industrial complex which is a form of modern day slavery, TCNJ must publicly disclose the companies they work with and endowment funds with stock in the prison-industrial complex. Columbia University and The University of California system, which both divested from prison labor in 2015, provide strong models to emulate.

11. **We must commit ourselves** to recognizing the history of (and ongoing) racism at TCNJ that is reflected and celebrated in buildings and landmarks on and around our campus. We should engage in active, dedicated, research toward finding specific origins of these sites, and remove and/or rename them (as Trenton Hall was renamed), dedicating them instead to Black members of our community while showcasing the abhorrent history of these sites.

12. **We must commit ourselves** to revising course evaluations to include a question concerning the racial climate of the classroom to be implemented by fall 2021.

13. **We must commit ourselves** to holding members of the TCNJ community accountable for racist behavior that violates TCNJ’s Policy Prohibiting Discrimination in the Workplace/Educational Environment. Racist remarks by faculty (regardless of tenure status), staff, and students should not be tolerated and dismissed as intellectual freedom. Harassment and/or discrimination of a student or employee due to their race/ethnicity violates this policy and should result in appropriately severe disciplinary action.

The anti-racism committee should issue a statement that includes a timeline detailing the plan for implementing the actions above, while maintaining transparency with the entire community as these commitments to making TCNJ an anti-racist institution are kept and acted upon.
Signed,

Joanna Herres, Psychology
Aimee Stahl, Psychology
Adaurennaya C. Onyewuenyi, Psychology
Jessica Barnack-Tavlaris, Psychology
Piper Kendrix Williams, Chair of African American Studies
Zakiya Adair, African American Studies
Winnifred Brown-Glaude, African American Studies
Mary Cannito-Coville, African American Studies
Leigh-Anne Francis, African American Studies
Janet Gray, Chair of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Marla L. Jaksch, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Ann Marie Nicolosi, Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Jarret Crawford, Psychology
Shaun Wiley, Psychology
Chu Kim-Prieto, Psychology
P. Andrew Leynes, Psychology
Jason Dahling, Psychology
Candice Feiring, Psychology
James Graham, Psychology
Lynn Gazley, Sociology & Anthropology
Holly Haynes, Philosophy, Religion, and Classical Studies
Felicia Jean Steele, English
Margaret Leigey, Criminology
Jess Row, English
Carolina Borges, Public Health
Christopher Fisher, History
Preity Kumar, Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Simona Wright, WLC
Cassandra Jackson, English
Jean Graham, English
Emily Meixner, English
Satyasikha Chakraborty, History
Lincoln Konkle, English
Miriam Shakow, Sociology & Anthropology
Arthur Hohmuth, Psychology
Jiayan Mi, WLC
Jared Beatrice, Sociology and Anthropology
Glenn A. Steinberg, English
Ashley Borders, Psychology
Regina Morin, World Languages and Cultures
Jo Carney, English
Mindi McMann, English
George Leader, Sociology and Anthropology
Manuel Figueroa, Integrative STEM Education
Tanner Huffman, Integrative STEM Education
Lisa LaJevic, Art and Art History
Matthew Cathell, Integrative STEM Education
Catie Rosemurgy, English
Benny Chan, Chemistry
Juda Charles Bennett, Chair of English
Matt Bender, History
Celia Liu, WLC & Accounting
Deborah Hutton, Art and Art History
Wayne Heisler Jr., Music
Cynthia Paces, History
Nadya Pancsofar
Brian Girard
Jonathan Davis, Educational Administration & Secondary Education
Cindy Curtis
Marissa Bellino, Educational Administration and Secondary Education
Steve Singer, Special Education
Yolanda Nelson, Nursing
Carolina Blatt, Art & Art History
Margaret P. Martinetti, Psychology
Shridevi Rao, SELL
Luz Marina Foglietta, World Language and Culture
Matthew Hall, Special Education, Language & Literacy
Zaara Sarwar, Biology
Brenda Seals, Public Health
Lauren Shallish, Special Education, Language, & Literacy
He Len Chung, Psychology
Kathryn T. Elliott, Biology
Natasha Patterson, Public Health
Maureen Connolly, EASE
Mary Lynn W Hopps, WILL/WGSS
Jennifer Del Nero, Special Education, Language, and Literacy
Colette Gosselin, EASE
Brenda H. Leake, Elementary & Early Childhood Ed
Marcia O’Connell, Biology
Michael D. Smith, Special Education, Language & Literacy
Donald Leake, Educational Administration and Secondary Education
Jean Wong, Special Education, Language & Literacy
Janet Morrison, Biology
Shengbin Wang, Management
Ellen Friedman
Tracy Kress, Biology
Su VanderSandt, Mathematics and Statistics
Lauren Foxworth, Special Education, Language, and Literacy
Ann Warner-Ault, WLC
David Bwire, SELL
Sarah Monaco, Special Education, Language, & Literacy
Tabitha Dell’Angelo, Elementary & Early Childhood Education
Jody Eberly, Elementary and Early Childhood Education
Lauren Madden, Elementary and Early Childhood Education
James E. R. Beyers, Chair of Elementary and Early Childhood Education
Monisha Pulimood, Computer Science
Jerry G. Petroff, Special Education, Language & Literacy
Helene Anthony, Special Education, Language & Literacy
Rachel Snider, Mathematics and Statistics
Alex C. Pan, Elementary & Early Childhood Education
Heba Abourahma, Chemistry
Nick Battista, Mathematics and Statistics
Dorothy Johnson, Special Education, Language and Literacy
Arti Joshi, Elementary & Early Education Education
Sylvia Twersky, Public Health
Tulia Jiménez-Vergara, WLC
Andrea Salgian, Computer Science
MinSoo Kim-Bossard, Elementary & Early Childhood Education
Elizabeth Borland, Sociology & Anthropology
Melkamu Woldemariam, Biology
Rebecca Triano, Chemistry
Alexis L. Mraz, Public Health
Dave Prensky, Management
Joanna Martinez, Psychology - Student
Alexandra Molan, Psychology - Alumni
Jordan Todaro, Urban Early Education & Psychology - Student
Sarah Young, Criminology - Student
Kearlyn Reeves - Student
Gianna Agnello - Alumni
Giulietta Flaherty, Psychology - Alumni
Samantha Garhart, Accounting - Alumni
Becky Raffin, Special Education - Student
Chelsea Triano, Psychology - Student
Alexa Burychka, Biology - Alumni
Cassidy Peters, Psychology - Alumni
Maria Hannoush, Biology - Student
Brittany Kroeckel, Elementary Education and Psychology - Student
Kiyla Peterson, Public Health - Student
Isabel Rodriguez, Psychology - Student
Anna Gelson, Psychology - Student
Ralph Betancourt, Psychology - Student
Liliana Rios, Elementary Education & Psychology - Student
Mackenzie Parke, Special Education - Student
Rebecca Troy, Elementary Education - Student
Marissa Peña, Psychology - Student
Claudia Goncalves - Student
Louis Cosentino, Psychology - Student
Jordan Valiquette, Music Education - Student
Lakshmi Gurram, Biology - Student
Forum Modi, Computer Science - Student
Chris Gonzalez, Art Education - Student
Patricia Nguyen, Biology - Student
Sara Gonzalez, English Secondary Education - Student
Avina Sharma, Secondary Education English - Student
Amanda Russo - Student
Samantha Moorzitz, Integrative STEM Education - Alumni
Miruna Baciu, Math - Student
Alisha Srivastava, Biology - Student
Nigel Pacheco, School of Science - Student
Bernard Pereda, Psychology - Student
Taylor Broderick - Student
Selma Sose, Psychology - Student
Shari Goldberg, Mathematics Urban Secondary Education - Student
Christina Wood, Psychology - Alumni
Kameryn Richardson, International Studies - Student
Kari Carmody, Psychology & World Languages and Cultures - Student
Meghan Buckley, Psychology - Student
Shannon Harchik, Special Education - Student
Cristina Nardini, Psychology - Alumni
Christine Mathur, Psychology - Student
Meghan Donohue, Psychology - Student
Andrea DeRosa, Psychology - Student
Noelya Ramos, Psychology - Student
Kelly Flood, Psychology - Alumni
Rebecca Mensch, Psychology - Student
Jazzlyn Diaz, Psychology - Student
David Cohn, Psychology - Student
Jocelyn Guzmán, History - Urban Secondary Education - Student
Ryan Haupt, Music - Student
Daniela Pareja, Psychology - Student
Cally Kerrigan, Mathematics and Statistics - Student
Diana Higgins, Communications - Student
Shreya Vodapalli, Psychology - Alumni
Nicole Izzo, Nursing - Student
Brianna Titus, Art Education - Student
Annie Caro Del Castillo, Biology and Psychology - Student
Diana Higgins, Communications - Student
Shirley Wang, Psychology & Statistics - Alumni
Nicki Jariwala - Alumni
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